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about tonlé
The garment and textile industry is the world’s second biggest 
polluter and throws away about half of what it produces in wasteful 
manufacturing.  Imagine if we could cut this pollution in half just by 
wasting less? tonlé is out to prove that it is possible. Using remnants 
discarded by large manufacturers, we produce beautiful, comfortable 
garments, and use every scrap of our own, creating 0% waste. In 
doing so, in the last year  we have saved 10,000 kg of textiles, 70,000 
kg of CO2, 200 kg of pesticides, and 46,296,600 gallons of water. And 
we’re just getting started. 

tonlé employees earn well above the local minimum wage, and are 
provided with benefits and extensive training. We take job creation 
a step further by offering career opportunities to employees, where 
entry-level makers can move up to managerial roles. We want to foster 
an environment where our employees enjoy working, feel confident to 
rebuild their lives, and can express themselves freely. In a constantly 
shrinking world, we believe everyone is connected, and that you need 
the people who make your clothes just as much as they need you.

wholesale with tonlé
“Fast Fashion” is quickly becoming an industry norm. With it comes 
massive waste and societal problems. We face a dilemma: how to keep 
up while trying to maintain principals and be less wasteful. About 
90% of our materials are recycled with the majority being fabric 
wasted by garment factories. Each month our design team goes to the 
market to handpick the best fabrics for our collections, and base our 
production runs on what has been sourced. Thus each run of tonlé 
products is limited. Collections are seasonally inspired, but each 
production run differs slightly depending on what we have found that 
month. Buyers can order from what is in stock, making the time frame 
from order placement to shipping much shorter. This also means that 
what each of our stockists caries may be slightly different, while still 
retaining the look and feel of that season’s collection. 



how to place an order
to submit an order, please request an order form via email to see our most up-to-date stock available, 
or work with your rep to fill out an order form. Once an order form has been received, we will 
submit a quotation within the week including shipping. Smaller orders currently in stock usually 
ship within 1-2 weeks upon receiving full payment. Larger orders for which stock must be produced 
usually ship within 4-6 weeks. Orders placed before the season will be given priority and made to 
order, so we encourage buyers to order in advance. 

shipping and taxes
In order to lessen the environmental impact of shipping and the cost for you, we are currently 
shipping our wholesale orders directly from our Cambodian offices. Wholesale prices do not include 
duties for importing products into your country. Upon placing an order, we will give you a shipping 
quotation based on your location and requirements, which includes the cost of exporting from 
Cambodia. However, wholesale clients are responsible for any customs fees and/or taxes associated 
with importing the products into their countries, if applicable.

packaging
Each item is wrapped with a strip of recycled paper and labeled with the code and size. These are then 
separated by styles and colors, and packaged in remnant fabric bags. The entire shipment is wrapped in 
a large recycled plastic bag and placed in boxes to protect the items. In an effort to minimize plastic 
waste, we do not wrap each item in cellophane unless specifically requested by the client.   

join us
tonlé’s clothing and accessories are loved around the world for their versatility, comfort, and style.  
tonlé is currently sold in 10 countries, has received numerous press mentions, and has a dedicated 
international following. We’re on a mission to prove that beautiful products can be made without 
human rights abuse and environmental destruction. We hope you’ll join us. 

learn more about stocking tonlé: sales@tonledesign.com. 

www.tonledesign.com 



macramé dress
tmc501   xs-l

Made from remnant cotton jersey with handmade macramé detail on the 
neck and back. 

black
TMC501C

turquoise
TMC501A

cream
TMC501B



turquoise
TMC502A

black
TMC502C

cream
TMC502B

macramé top
tmc502   xs-l

Made from remnant cotton jersey with handmade macramé detail 
on the neck and back.



mayan crop top
tmc503   s, l

A loose fitting crop top handwoven from tiny scraps of naturally dyed 
remnant jersey. 

slate
TMC503B

sand
TMC503A



sand
TMC503A

sand
TMC504A

slate
TMC504B

mayan long vest
tmc504   s, l

A kimono style long vest that is handwoven from tiny scraps of naturally dyed 
remnant jersey. 



santi dress
tmc506   xs-l

A playful frock with pockets, made from remnant cotton jersey and 
hand-printed with our original screen printed patterns. 

turquoise/gingko
TMC506A

black/circles
TMC506B



black/succulents
TMC507C

tess dress
tmc507   xs-l

A sophisticated yet comfortable dress made from hand-printed remnant cotton 
jersey with pockets and a thin elastic waist line.

black/circles
TMC507B

turquoise/circles
TMC507A



basic t-shirt dress
tmc508   xs-l

One of our most popular styles, the basic t-shirt dress suits a range of occasions 
and pairs well with leggings or boots for colder months. Hand-printed with our 

unique design or naturally dip-dyed. 

grey & cream dip dye
TMC508A

black/succulents
TMC508B

grey/cream stripes
TMC508E

cream/teal stripes
TMC508F

cream/teal gingko
TMC508D



grey & cream dip dye
TMC509A

black/succulents
TMC509B

keang top
tmc509   s, l

A boxy shaped t-shirt printed with our unique designs or 
naturally dip-dyed. 

grey/cream stripes
TMC509E

cream/teal stripes
TMC509F

cream/teal gingko
TMC509D



nau top
tmc510   s, l

A flattering top made from hand-printed or naturally dyed remnant jersey with 
a bell shape silhouette and twisted rope straps.

cream/teal gingko
TMC510B

black/circles
TMC510A

grey & cream dip dye
TMC510C



nau dress
tmc511   s, l 

A versatile dress that is as great at the beach as it is styled with a jacket and 
belt for the boardroom. Made from hand-printed or naturally dip dyed remnant 

cotton jersey with twisted rope straps. 

grey & cream dip dye
TMC511C

black/succulents
TMC511A

cream/teal gingko
TMC511B



slate
TMC401A

sophear dress
tmc401   xs-l

A loose cut classic piece made from remnant rayon, with metal button closures 
on the cuff and pockets. 

black
TMC401B

navy
TMC401C



maxi skirt
tmc410    xs-l

A simple remnant cotton jersey skirt with an elastic waste, two front pockets 
and one side slit. 

grey
TMC410A

black
TMC410B



black/circles
TMC505A

leggings
tmc505   xs-l

Made from stretchy remnant cotton jersey with playful and original 
handprinted designs.  

dark grey
TMC505Cblack/succulents

TMC505B



navy
TMC319A

black
TMC319C

lydia trousers
tmc319   xs-l

As one of tonlé’s most versatile pieces, these pants can easily be worn with a 
jacket for an upstyled look or to a yoga class. Made with remnant rayon with a 

cotton jersey waistband. 

grey
TMC319B



kampot skirt
tmc011   xs-l

A fitted skirt made with cotton jersey ribbed fabric with two front pockets and 
an elastic waistband. 

navy
TMC011A

black
TMC011B

grey
TMC011C



cream and turquoise
TMC218E

grey and black
TMC218C

striped kaftan
tmc218   s, l

Made from 7cm strips of remnant cotton as a trademark step of our zero-waste 
design process, this kaftan is as chic as it is good for the planet. 

cream and grey
TMC218B



handwoven printed scarf
tmc515, tmc516

Cotton scarves hand-loomed by weavers in Cambodia’s takeo province, naturally 
dyed, and hand-printed with our original patterns. These scarves come in two 

versions: 180 cm X 80 cm (long) and 80 CM X 80 CM (short). 

cream/gingko
TMC516A

cream/succulents
TMC516B

grey/circles
TMC516C

cream/gingko
TMC515A

cream/succulents
TMC515B

grey/circles
TMC515C



black/succulents
TMC320C

printed infinity scarf
tmc320

Double sided, hand printed infinity scarf with two lightweight remnant 
jersey layers. 

grey/circles
TMC516C

grey/circles
TMC515C

black/circles
TMC320B

turquoise/gingko
TMC320A



macramé bag collection
tote: tmc512, purse: tmc513, clutch: tmc514

Made from remnant linen, with handmade details using tiny scraps of remnant 
cotton jersey. 

cream
TMC512A

cream
TMC513A

cream
TMC514A



denim stripe
TMC324C

denim stripe
TMC324C

aqua
TMC324B

dara tote
tmc324

With fabric hand-woven from tiny scraps of remnant jersey, these bags are a 
critical part of tonlé’s zero-waste production strategy. They’re also spacious, 
sturdy and beautiful, with vegan leather handles, an interior pocket, and a 

zipper closure. 

pebble
TMC324A



jewelry
Our jewelry line features a creative combination of remnant jersey accented 

with hand made ceramic beads made from locally dug clay. 

bassac necklace - cream & gold
TJ004A

bassac necklace - grey & turquoise
TJ004B



anna necklace - cream & navy
TMC226A

anna necklace - black & gold
TMC226B

macramé necklace - cream & gold
TJ011A

macramé necklace - taupe & turqoise
TJ011B



sand

gauze

swatches

macramé dara

mayan

turquoise

cream/gingko cream/succulents grey/circles slate

cream black



swatches

prints dip dye

grey & cream dip dyecream/teal gingko

cream/teal lines grey/cream lines black/succulents

turquoise/gingko turquoise/circles black/circles



www.tonledesign.com

@tonledesign

info@tonledesign.com


